
Temple Beth Israel Board of Directors Minutes 5/7/20 

Present: Michael, Geraldine, Elliott, Diane, Johanna, Tracy, Stefan, Bruce, Mindy, Julee, Lila, 

Jeff, Jared, Marlene, Nina, Rabbi Ruhi, Matthew, Aura, Reisa 

 

● Tracy asks if Mike can be present for the Covid 19 topic. Jeff says yes, barring any 

objections. There are no objections.  

● Treasurer’s report- Our Shared Commitment continues to come in as hoped for. The 

Zoom fundraiser that was in place of the auction was very successful. Those that 

attended said that it was fun and nice to be in the community, and more money was 

raised than had been expected. Nina applied for and received a $5,000.00 grant from 

the Portland Foundation. TBI will finish this year in the black. Next year is still in 

question. The board will present the budget for next year as it was written pre-Covid, 

knowing that Nina, the finance committee and the board will work to adjust the budget 

when the financial reality reveals itself. The Fidelity investments are doing well. The 

Oregon Jewish Community Fund is struggling. The Finance committee will continue to 

weigh the financial benefits with the solidarity and political benefits of participating in that 

fund. The monitoring of the payroll replacement loan continues. 

● The Rabbi’s report is discussed. There are now new initiatives. The Rabbi’s priority is 

trying to maintain community however it makes sense to do so. There is a discussion of 

a recent email fishing scam using the Rabbi’s name. The congregation has been alerted 

to this via an email to the congregation. The board talks about ways to educate the 

congregation about how to spot a scam.  

● The Executive Director’s report is discussed. Nina doesn’t have the final numbers from 

the auction yet, but the result was clearly very successful, having raised somewhere 

around $86,000.00. Fundraising is now $36,000 over budget for the year. Some of this 

money will go to the Talmud Torah scholarship fund. We will end the year in good 

shape. As we move forward, there are many unknowns. Nina feels clear that we should 

not be opening the building for events any sooner than we feel sure is the right time. It’s 

time to start thinking about what’s next, whenever next may happen. Nina is considering 

what our phases 1, two and three should look like, and who should help to plan those 

phases. Flexibility will be essential, as it has been. The next several scheduled B’nai 

Mitzvahs are moving forward with a plan for either Zoom or streaming. Rabbi Solomon 

will be here mid to late June. Nina and the Rabbi are planning ways to honor Shari for 

her hard work. Nina is holding off on hiring the new office position until we have a clearer 

sense of what finances look like for the coming year. Nina wonders if there should be a 

committee whose focus is reopening. It is pointed out that the PPE loan is in part 

conditional on the reopening of the facility. Jared can see advantages to having a 

committee and also to making those decisions with our current governing body. Stefan 

asks if there are volunteers for such a committee. There are. Jeff, Nina, and the Rabbi 

will figure out who will be on the committee, including those who volunteered.  

● Geraldine delivers the Plenum report. Geraldine and Nina both attended the Plenum. 

This discussion lasted over two hours. Topics covered included the new Tikkun Olam 

commission. Their theme will be racial justice, which includes addressing environmental 

and other forms of injustice. There was some discussion of Covid 19, and its impact 



specifically on the mental health of Rabbis. Geraldine feels that it’s helpful to switch our 

vision of this massive topic to focus the lens on rabbinical well being for a period of time. 

Nina was invited to speak about our congregation’s experience with the pandemic thus 

far. Geraldine will receive the full minutes from the meeting and is happy to share them 

via email with interested board members. She notes that Rabbi Maurice congratulated 

us on our fundraising efforts the day after the meeting.  

● Jeff tells the world’s funniest joke, but his mike is off.  

● The Congregational Meeting will be via Zoom on May 13th. There is concern about 

getting a quorum, which is 30 members. All board members are encouraged to 

attend...or Jeff will be forced to tell another joke. Nina sends out a poll so that board 

members can see how voting will work in that meeting. There are some technical 

difficulties, in that some people don’t see the ballot. For the most part, the ballot appears 

to work well and this form of voting is considered a success.  

● The meeting adjourns, those who want to stay and visit are welcome.  


